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Canning, Keywords, & Collectivities

Aesthetics   Beauty • Order • Choice   This photograph, with its mismatched jar sizes and interspersed food-
stuffs—from potatoes to summer squash to eggs—is out of step with conventional home canning displays 
(typically organized by type). The eclectic and haphazard arrangement (photographed in color) suggests a 
deliberate effort to telegraph abundance, variety, and resourcefulness during wartime. It also communicates 
both the need for and the possibility of producing long-term provisions that span the seasons. 
Above: [Display of home-canned food], circa 1941-1945, US Office of War Information. Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection, LC-DIG-fsac-1a35476.

Left (clockwise): 1) “Can Vegetables, Fruit, and the Kaiser Too--Write for Free Book to National War Garden Commission, Washington, D.C.”  J. Paul Verrees, National War Garden Commission, c1918. Library of 
Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, WWI Posters, LC-USZC4-10671; 2) 2004 ad circular (with coupons), Ball Corporation Collection, Box 358, Minnetrista Heritage Center, Muncie, IN; 3) Cover of the 9x12 
folder introducing Ball’s 1982 marketing plan. Ball Corp/Tom Farris Collection, Folder 12, Ball Corp Info 1982, Minnetrista Heritage Center, Muncie, IN.

 Containment: Status Quo • Memory • Preservation  

Like many folkloristic analyses of work, disciplinary 
treatments of home food preservation have focused 
on recuperating aesthetics, documenting techniques, 
and locating occupational processes in regional con-
texts and community rhythms (e.g., AFC 2005; Eiler et 
al. 1981; Martin 1979; Levin 1993; Prosterman 1995). 
But comparative and historical study can illuminate 
how a widespread vernacular process like canning 
becomes instrumental in articulating and restructur-
ing ideographs—those seemingly self-evident words 
and phrases that “function as guides, warrants, rea-
sons, or excuses for behavior and belief” (McGee 
1980, 6). These “one-term sums of an orientation” (7) 
include exactly those keywords that folklorists both 
bolster and critique: tradition, authenticity, art, iden-
tity, heritage. 

Michael C. McGee has argued that ideographs be-
come significant in their “concrete history as usages” 
(10)—that is, the word-slogan heritage can “define a 
particular collectivity” (11), but its meaning expands 

and contracts in relation to past utterances. Further, 
he argues, to understand how ideographs “do work” 
in specific situations (13), they must be examined in 
relation to other co-occurring ideographs. That is, at-
tention to synchronic clashes and linkages among dif-
ferent ideographs is as important as diachronic vari-
ations in usages of the same ideograph (cf. Bakhtin 
1986; Jakobson and Pomorska 1983). 

The mechanics of home canning have changed 
little over the past century, but the meanings asso-
ciated with “putting food by” are varied and telling. 
By surveying visual representations of canning, here 
I suggest how abstract ideographs find concrete ex-
pression in everyday artifacts and processes. Nuances 
of signification become clearer when distinct clusters 
of ideographs are examined in relation to each oth-
er: each “one-term sum” has the potential to redefine 
or restructure neighboring ideographs—and thus to 
reshape the ideologies and collectivities associated 
with them.

• tracing ideology in concrete utterances •

New Deal photographers seeking to illustrate the 
success of Rural Rehabilitation efforts often chose 
to highlight the contents of cellars and pantries. 
The preserved labor of (anonymous) women at-
tested to the industry and pride of everyday 
Americans doing their best in straitened circum-
stances. In 1980, the Ball Corporation reprised 
these themes as the nation struggled again with 
economic recession; here, however, skill becomes 
less about work ethic and more about aesthetics 
and production value. 

fsa captions    
• “Home supervisor examining canned goods of rehabilitation borrower in 

food storage cave. Labette County, Kansas.” John Vachon, Nov. 1940.
• “Rehabilitation Administration client and wife. Wife canned produce. 

Gallatin County, Illinois.” Arthur Rothstein, Jan. 1939.
• “Dolores Harris, daughter of FSA (Farm Security Administration) client 

George Harris, with canned food prepared by her mother.“ Dameron, 
Maryland. Jack Delano, August 1940.

• “FSA (Farm Security Administration) rehabilitation borrower looking over 
his wife’s supply of homegrown, home-canned produce. Jackson County, 
Wisconsin.” John Vachon, 1939.

Above: “Preserve Per-
ishable Produce,” Food 
Production Department, 
London [1918?]; George-
town University Library 
Special Collections, 
gulib.georgetown.edu/
dept/speccoll/britpost/
posters.htm

Left: Mark Rain (azrain-
man), “Hoard Food,” 26 
June 2008, http://www.
flickr.com/photos/az-
rainman/2613241822/, 
CC BY 2.0.
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Because canning involves literal containment and pres-
ervation—anticipating not just change, but prospective 
decay—its capacity for cultural metaphor is remarkable. 
Invocations of canning illuminate attitudes about which 
collectivities and experiences should be bounded, and 
how. Above, representations from WWI and 1982 suggest 

that containment can arrest the growth of (harmful) poli-
ties or economic trends. Juxtaposed with these utteranc-
es, the sunny idea of “preserving” summer takes on darker 
tinges of stasis. But in each instance, canning is more 
than metaphor: the process itself is lauded as ideologi-
cally significant because of its material productivity.

Canning workshops and publications have 
proliferated since the turn of the millen-
nium, and homemade preserves and other 
“value-added” local foods are hip. In Chapel 
Hill and Carrboro, NC, for instance, private 
foundations and community organizations 
offer dozens of hands-on DIY opportuni-
ties to brine, ferment, sugar, and seal fresh 
produce for future use. 

My current project, a cultural history of 
US home canning, works to situate these 
recent enthusiasms in contexts both dia-
chronic and synchronic. Promoted since 
the late nineteenth century, home canning 
has persisted as a practical and expressive 
practice in many communities across the 
United States. Advocates for home canning 
have made their cases in state fair exhibit 
brochures, government posters, indus-
try advertisements, agency reports, club 

books, and back-to-the-land manuals.
In English, can is both a transitive verb 

(“I canned X”) and a modal auxiliary verb, 
one that signifies possibility, ability, and (in 
recent use) permission. In the latter sense, 
it is invariable with regard to grammati-
cal person: I can, she can, we all can. These 
features and semantic overlaps mean that 
canning is easily linked to individual agen-
cy, personal and collective resolve, specific 
sites, and acquired skills.  

Today, do-it-yourselfers often foreground 
canning qua self-sufficiency as a way to stick 
it to the Man—though that man is some-
times the meddling figure of Uncle Sam, 
and sometimes the corporate giant Sam 
Walton. Both of these current orientations 
favor local control. But during WWII, can, 
freedom, and self-sufficiency were linked in 
the service of national goals.  

Top: “I eat local because I can,” organic cotton 
t-shirt, Minnetrista Cultural Center Gift Shop, 
Muncie, IN, June 2012

Bottom: “Discover you can,” Kimchi fermentation 
workshop, Carrboro Farmers’ Market, Carrboro, 
NC, June 2012

Right: Dick Williams, “Of Course I Can,” US War Food Administration, 
1944. US Government Printing Office, 1944-O-643470.  

Top to bottom: Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection, LC-USF34 1)-061920-D; 2)-027010-D; 3)-
041017-D; 4) -060145-D. Right: “Quality—Thrift.” Ball Corp. Collection, Box 358, Folder 8, Minnetrista Heritage Center, Muncie, IN.

Parody is useful for examining ideographs-in-relation. Even 
without reference to the specific source text—a British 
propaganda poster from WWI—the warm colors, female 
protagonist, and conversion of perishable to nonperish-
able goods in the 2008 illustration call up the ideographs 
home, safety, thrift, and abundance, which together work 
to underscore the higher-order slogans heritage and peo-
ple. But Mark Rain’s intertextual interventions also pur-
posefully restructure these “recurrent usages” (McGee 
1980, 11) by aligning them visually and verbally with sim-
ilar, yet significantly different, elements (Hutcheon 1985). 
Home becomes isolation(ism), homeland/patriotism be-
comes nativism, security becomes belligerence, and thrift 
shifts to stinginess. 

In both cases, however, food preservation is linked to 
identity—that is, it helps communicate where the indi-
vidual stands in relation to others. Attention to the ways 
“ideographic touchstones” (McGee 1980, 11) are materi-
alized in everyday life can help us better understand the 
cultural politics of our communities and our scholarship. 


